
quintly now enables users to analyze Pinterest analytics in-
depth

Cologne November 3 - Just three weeks after Pinterest opened their API the social media
analytics provider quintly is launching a comprehensive Pinterest analytics product . Starting
with 15 metrics, the company offers an in-depth solution to analyze Pinterest and compare its
performance with other networks. Among these metrics marketers can find the most essential
KPIs such as follower growth over time, all metrics at board and pin level as well as interaction
metrics. quintly Pinterest analytics enables businesses to compare cross-channel activities in
one dashboard. This empowers companies to not only analyze all efforts in great detail but
also to benchmark their own activities to the competition’s.

“Pinterest gets increasingly more attention and marketers, especially from E-
commerce, rely on it. We see that Pinterest is a highly interesting network and
we are more than happy to offer it now to all our clients,„
— comments CEO and Co-Founder Alexander Peiniger.

With the launch quintly published an interesting Pinterest study , revealing numbers how
brands are using Pinterest, compared to other social networks.

http://www.pinterest-analytics.com/
https://www.quintly.com/blog/2015/11/pinterest-analytics-now-available-in-quintly/
http://press.quintly.com/images/185654


quintly aims to enrich marketers’ abilities to allocate resources correctly especially in E-
commerce. According to a study from Millward Brown nearly 90% of 'Pinners' already
purchased a product because of Pinterest. Many image-driven businesses equate high
performance with the rising network, as it grabs increasingly more traffic from E-Commerce. 

quintly provides analytics for Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, LinkedIn,Google+, Blogs
via RSS feeds and now Pinterest compiled in customizable dashboards. Thus, marketers have
all KPIs available in one central place without the need to check every network separately. For
more information or a free 14 day trial, please visit: https://www.quintly.com/pricing/

http://press.quintly.com/images/185653
http://press.quintly.com/images/185652
https://www.quintly.com/pricing/
http://socialmediaimpact.com/pinterest-promotion-produces-product-affinity-purchase-intent
https://www.millwardbrowndigital.com/pinterest-and-the-power-of-future-intent/


ABOUT QUINTLY

quintly is a web-based social media analytics tool that helps users track and benchmark their performance
against their competitors’. In this way customers can steadily optimize their social media strategy.

quintly was founded in Ennepetal, Germany in early 2011 by the brothers Alexander and Frederik Peiniger and is
headquartered in Cologne, Germany now since 2012. Having started off as a duo with the name “AllFacebook
Stats” it was renamed later on to “quintly” as more and more networks have been integrated. Now, quintlys’ clients
are able to track Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Google+, LinkedIn, Instagram and blogs through RSS feeds. The
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company now employs 13 people in Germany, Brazil and the US, has users in 176 countries and serves paying
clients in 55 countries. After three years in business, last year quintly expanded internationally and has established
its US corporation as well as a sales office in Brazil with its headquarters remaining in Cologne. With an
international team quintly strives to share their analytics expertise with their clients and through excellent service
help them excel in their social media strategies.
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